Environmetric modeling of emission sources for dry and wet precipitation from an urban area.
Monitoring data from chemical analysis of rainwater and aerosol samples collected in an urban area have been interpreted by the use of environmetric approaches. An attempt was done to compare the data set structures of both type of precipitation and to estimate the contribution of different anthropogenic and naturally occurring emission sources to the total mass of the wet and dry precipitation. It was found that three latent factors explaining over 80% of the total variance of the set are responsible for the rainwater set structure-'sea spray', 'soil dust', and 'anthropogenic'. Only two were the latent factors explaining the dominant part of the variance in the case of aerosol samples-'anthropogenic' and 'natural'. It is shown that the anthropogenic influence for aerosol samples is more complex that that of rainwater samples and represents interaction between typical anthropogenic sources and natural emitters. Additionally, a source apportioning using multiple regression on absolute principal component scores is performed in order to obtain qualitative information about the impact of the different identified emission sources on the urban environment.